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FSGA Mission Statement ― The Florida State Guardianship Association is dedicated to the protection
of the dignity and rights of incapacitated persons and to increasing the professionalism of
guardianship through education, networking and legislative action.

Join the FSGA for our Hybrid 34th Annual Conference at the Wyndham Grand Orlando
in Bonnet Creek, Facing the Future Together! Offering 5 CEU for Guardians, Social
Workers, Paralegals and Nurses and CLE for Attorneys .
A Thursday evening reception kicks off the event, October 14, 2021, at 6:00 PM and is
followed by a one- day LIMITED in person conference, Friday, October 15th. Virtual
attendance offers enhanced exposure and networking options via the state of the art
Whova app. It includes the simulcast conference, mailed swag bags, interaction with
sponsors, Q and A, chat features, polls, attendee interaction and much more.
Ethics in Guardianship — Lance M. McKinney, Esq.,
Fiduciary Duty — David Mangiero, Esq., and Mark Vernick
Ethics in Guardianship — Lance M. McKinney, Esq.,
Combatting Financial Exploitation — Shannon Miller, Esq., Jody Leslie, Esq.,
&
A physicians view and guardians — Dr. Brian Kiedrowski
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SPONSOR US

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS !!
Sponsor visibility and exposure is an important part of our training day. Our educational event will
host hundreds of guardians, attorneys, social workers, paralegals, fiduciaries, court and clerk staff,
those in the medical field and many more. Look HERE for opportunities
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Hello folks,

Daisy

A very big thank you to all those that have already
registered for our upcoming conference and to our
sponsors for your support!
We have lined up a terrific group of speakers with
each session being tailor made for FSGA. Our
presenters are accomplished professionals and their
presentations are going to be good. These
presentations will not be “canned or cookie-cutter” by
any means.
Additionally, there are various occupations that can
obtain CEs besides guardians like licensed social
workers, nurses, nursing home administrators,
attorneys and paralegals.
As everyone I’m sure can relate, planning anything
over the last year and a half has been rather
torturous. FSGA has nonetheless adapted well
throughout still managing to offer numerous
opportunities for continuing education, producing
media responses, and performing legislative
outreach.
Particularly important, we renegotiated our
conference contract with the hotel limiting the
contractual potential liabilities, and anticipated very
early the need to pushing back the event until now in
October.
The hybrid virtual Whova platform is state-of-the-art
and we hope those participating virtually will be
pleased. For those coming in-person, we are still
though taking several COVID precautions. Please be
on the look-out for news that will be forwarded soon
on this as it will require your action.
Your individual participation and feedback is both
needed and always welcomed. Hope all have been
great!

Thank you!

CASE STUDY
Daisy has been clinically depressed since the 1990s and
has not worked since the 1980s. She is now approaching
70 years old. She has no family, though her brother was
living in NY before he died of COVID last summer.
4 years ago when we met, she was in a small ALF with no
stimulation, no interaction with others, self-isolating and
fearful of water/bathing. She had no contact with her
brother. The ALF closed within weeks and we moved
Daisy to a family care home.
In the new environment, Daisy came out of her shell, and
established a trusting relationship with the family care
home caregiver and guardian. She continued ECT
treatments and had medication adjustments. She
established friendships with the other residents and
bathed on a regular schedule. Though there were
setbacks and hospitalizations due to psychosis and
medical issues, in general Daisy adjusted well to her new
environment and her new ‘neighbors.’ She started
weekly phone contact with her brother, which was very
meaningful to her.
Her limited resources proved an impediment to transporting her to medical appointments and the payments
to the family care home became a hardship.
With a stable baseline, we enrolled Daisy in the PACE
program. PACE provided transportation to her appointments and after a year of medical services from PACE
Daisy agreed to participate in its day program. She looks
forward to the socialization, exercise program, meals
and care she receives at PACE. She phones other PACE
members on the days she stays home. She calls the
guardian as well in between in-person visits.
Daisy handled her brother’s passing without crisis, a testament to her current stability. She has not had a mental
health crisis for nearly 2 years. We have discussed restoration of rights and continue to do so.

Carlos McDonald
FSGA President
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FSGA EDUCATION OFFERINGS
AN INDEPTH LOOK AT GUARDIANSHIP TOPICS

ONLINE CEU OFFERINGS
Visit FSGA’s video library for opportunities available.
These offerings take a more an in-depth approach
to featured topics. Great for new and seasoned
guardians. Don’t forget to login for your member
discount which allows you to shop for $25.00 per
credit hour.

EXAMINING COMMITTEE TRAINING
4 -hour Initial Examining Committee
Course
October 14, 2021

SOLD OUT
Join Elder Law Attorney,
Lance M. Mc Kinney Esq., for the

Ethics in Guardianship
Kenneth W. Goodman
PhD, FACMI, FACE
Professor of Medicine
Director, Institute for Bioethics and
Health Policy

Standards of Practice in
Guardianship
Renee Peppy Esq and
Lennie Burke NMG

Elder Exploitation, Alex Cuello, PA

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION

Florida Examiners initial 4-hour
training course for Examining Committee Members.
——————————————

2 -hour Examining Committee Update
Course October 14, 2021 1:15 PM
Just a few seats left
Join Elder Law Attorney,
Enrique Zamora, Esq. and
AHH, Clinical Services Director, Beth
Halprin, MSN, RN APRN, PMHNP for
a thorough Florida Examiners 2-hour
update course for Examining Committee Members.

Upon completion a certificate of completion will be issued. (Courses may
be just one of several requirements to
serve as an examiner. Contact the Clerk of the Court in
the circuit of practice for the full requirements)
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FSGA WORKING FOR YOU IN TALLAHASSEE
Before you know it soon after one Legislative Session
ends another new one is starting to begin. The scheduling
has been advanced for 2022. Some Legislative Committees
have already begun meeting in Tallahassee this September.

Normally a regular Session commences in March. For 2022, the Legislative Session is set to formally
commence on January 11th. The overriding reason for the change is because every 10 years new legislative
districts, including Congressional seats, are required to be re-apportioned as a result of the most recent
decennial national census.
From 2010 to 2020, the Census reported Florida has had an increase in population of 2.7 million new residents. As it is, not surprisingly, the Committees overseeing reapportionment have been the first to meet.
Consequently through this reapportionment process, there will be many “musical chairs” played out, and
many battles fought over the newly redrawn districts. Nevertheless, it is imperative that all of FSGA’s Chapters continue every effort possible to stay engaged throughout.

FSGA has continued to reach out to our state legislators all these last months in “bits and pieces” within our
resources and by valiant volunteers. Even the “messaging” at the national level to counter a certain Hollywood movie has been driven by FSGA members, and only afterwards adopted by NGA.
These efforts will need to be sustained going forward. As everyone knows, the “news” out there is sensationalized and unfortunately repeated often over what are the very same recycled handful of situations.
Please take a moment and gander again at the Mission Statement on the newsletter’s masthead. Besides our
hallmark of increasing professionalism through education, it includes networking and legislative action.
Everyone’s assistance is of course always needed.
———————————————————————————

The FSGA Legislative Committee is always available to assist Chapters make connections with their Legislators
and to further FSGA’s legislative priorities. For information or to participate in the Legislative Committee
efforts, contact Gina Rossi-Scheiman, Carlos McDonald or Pam Keller.
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ELDERCARING COORDINATION
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ASK THE ATTORNEY & IN THE NEWS

Michelle Hollister Esq.
Question

→

Important read for members

←

My siblings and I are concerned
about our dad with severe dementia. He lives at
home with our step mother and we are unsure his
needs are being met and we do not know if she is
properly using his hard earned money to appropriately care for him.

Many of you are probably familiar that recently a “task force”
was formed in Florida with a stated purpose to consider possible
improvements to guardianship.

It is an unfortunate situation when the lines of communication are not free flowing within a family. This
is fairly common though, especially with second marriages and children of one spouse. The threshold
question is did your dad take the time to do a durable power of attorney and health care surrogate designation while he had capacity? If so and he named
one or more of his children then you can legally access his medical and financial information. If he does
not have a durable power of attorney and/or health
care surrogate document you should speak to a
guardianship attorney. The next issue usually becomes who will serve as guardian. Often times when
the court is faced with competing petitions from disgruntled family members, the court will opt to appoint s professional guardian. Although the family
may fear the costs of using a professional guardian
will burn through large sums of money, it often saves
money as the family members are not constantly in
court fighting each other. A fairly new option, elder
court coordination, can also assist with family discord
by bringing all the parties to the table in a mediation
type setting resulting in an agreement in how to best
care for dad.

The FSGA accepted membership on the task force with the hope
of being afforded the opportunity to play a productive role. Inasmuch, the FSGA has had to voice several concerns about this
effort.

While the task force operated under the umbrella of the Florida
Court Clerks and Comptrollers (FCCC) association, it was driven
by a handful of Clerks mostly from only one part of the State.

The agendas and topics for discussion were driven by even fewer
folks without any actual input of the majority of the task force
members. There were numerous misstatements and misunderstandings of current Florida law that attorneys with the Elder
Law Section tried correcting. In actuality, there were few and
unquestionably insufficient opportunities provided to correct or
clarify facts and law.
We have asked the governor, and legislative leaders, to direct
the creation of a formal and representative Guardianship Commission, even a study group, to examine issues in guardianship
competently and make recommendations where needed.
To read the correspondence FSGA sent to the chair of the task
force, the Governor, and Legislative Leaders, please see these
links:
To see article in the Florida Bar News:
“Florida State Guardianship Association Criticizes FCCC
Created Task Force”
August 23, 2021

https://www.floridabar.org/the-florida-bar-news/florida-stateguardianship-association-criticizes-fccc-task-force/
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